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  If you’re looking for the future of urban transportation, take a peek inside a workshop near Rosh
 HaAyin, where a trio of engineers is readying Israel’s entry into the folding-car arena.The City
 Transformer (www.citytransformer.com) quadricycle is designed as an electric two-seater that
 folds down with the press of a button from 1.6 meters to just one meter (3.2 feet) in width. Its
 2.2-meter (7.2 feet) length matches the size of a motorcycle parking spot.The entire vehicle will
 weigh about 400 kilograms (880 pounds), quite a difference from the 1,543-kilo Renault Fluence
 electric sedan that was sold in Israel through the now-defunct Better Place recharging
 network.For now, the City Transformer exists only in virtual space and a wooden model, but the network.For now, the City Transformer exists only in virtual space and a wooden model, but the
 trio is optimistic about securing the $1 million investment needed to construct a prototype in
 collaboration with industrial design company Yama Design, Research & Development in
 Netanya.CEO Asaf Formoza, who recently earned a PhD in mechanical engineering from
 Ben-Gurion University with a focus on robotics and mechatronics, says he and his partners are
 hardly the first inventors to design a foldable vehicle. Sketches were floated as long ago as the
 1940s, but only today are the right materials and manufacturing capabilities available.The car
 folds down to just 3.2 feet in width.The Israeli company’s website even shares video clips of folds down to just 3.2 feet in width.The Israeli company’s website even shares video clips of
 seven “personal transportation” prototypes – not all of them foldable — in various stages of
 development at the labs of such places as Honda, Toyota and the Massachusetts Institute of
 Technology (MIT).“We are not alone out there,” Formoza tells ISRAEL21c. And that’s fine with
 him.“We don’t want to compete with anybody. It’s a big field, and everyone can play
 together.”The innovation is in the foldFormoza’s confidence comes from more than Israeli-style
 chutzpah.City Transformer stands out from other current designs mainly because of the unique
 way it folds and other safety features, according to Formoza. It is designed for higher-speed way it folds and other safety features, according to Formoza. It is designed for higher-speed
 driving (up to 90 km, or 56 miles, per hour) as well as longer-distance driving than potential
 competitors in this category.But even more importantly, Formoza envisions manufacturers
 building their own models on the City Transformer skeleton, in the same way that various
 brands of computers all have Intel technology inside.“We can give them the platform and they
 can build on our chassis. Many cars today have the same chassis,” he points out. “This is one of
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